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For many years now BPW Genuine Bearings have been constructed with steel cages to house the tapered rollers.
For many years now BPW Genuine Bearings have been constructed with steel cages to house the tapered rollers. This
This will change with the introduction of BPW Genuine Bearings with polymer (polyamide) cages.
is all about to change with the introduction of BPW Genuine Bearings with polymer (polyamide) cages.

Bearings with Steel Cages

Bearings with Steel Cages

Advantages:
Advantages:
No ageing of the cage by the lubricant, good heat resistance and high forces holding the tapered rollNo ageing of the cage
ers. by the lubricant, good heat resistance and high forces holding the tapered rollers.
Disadvantages:
- Constraining forces on the rollers are very high, contamination of the lubricant due to abrasion on the
Disadvantages:
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of the lubricant into the correct area when the bearing is rotating.
Bearings with Polymer Cages

Bearings with Polymer Cages

Advantages: -

Advantages:

Low constraining forces on the tapered rollers, high elasticity and dampening behaviour of the poly-

mer cage, better emergency running characteristics and the final form is not determined by the pulling
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So the advantages of BPW Genuine Bearings with the polymer (polyamide) cages far outweigh those of the steel cage
The advantages of BPW Genuine Bearings with the polymer (polyamide) cages outweigh those of the steel cage
bearings - giving the end user the confidence and reliability they have come to expect from BPW Axles. Polymer
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